Given n sets on n elements it is shown that there exists a two-coloring such that all sets have discrepancy at most Kn>/2, K an absolute constant. This improves the basic probabilistic method with which K = c(ln«)1/2. The result is extended to 11 finite sets of arbitrary size. Probabilistic techniques are melded with the pigeonhole principle. An alternate proof of the existence of Rudin-Shapiro functions is given, showing that they are exponential in number. Given n linear forms in n variables with all coefficients in [-1, +1] it is shown that initial values Pi_,pn e {0,1} may be approximated by e,.e" e {0,1} so that the forms have small error.
1. We state our main result first in the language of linear forms. Theorem 1. Let (1.1) L,(xx,...,x") = a,xxx + ■■■ + ainxn, 1 < i < n, be n linear forms in n variables with all \a i ¡\ < 1. Then there exist £,,...,£" G {-1, +1}
such that (1.2) |L,0,,...,e")|<7<7nf
or all i, 1 < i < n. Here K is an absolute constant.
When all a¡¡ g {0,1} we may consider A = (a¡¡) as the incidence matrix for a family of n sets on n elements. That is, we may set A-= {j: ai} =1}. Given a two-coloring, say Red and Blue, of {l,...,n}, the discrepancy disc(A') of a set X cz {l,...,n} is defined as the number of Red points in X minus the number of Blue points in X. If we interpret e, = +1 as meaning /' is to be colored Red and £, = -1 as Blue then we obtain the following result.
Corollary
2. Let Ax,...,An cz {l,...,n}.
Then there exists a two-coloring of {1,..., n } so that (1.3) |disc(/l,)|<7i7nf or all i, 1 < i < n.
In §4, using known techniques, we extend Corollary 2 as follows.
Theorem 3. Let Ax,... ,An cz Q, be arbitrary finite sets, Í2 finite but of arbitrary size. Then there exists a two-coloring ofQ such that (1.3) holds for all /, 1 < i < n.
This resolves a question of Paul Erdös. References [1, 4] contain earlier results. A second application is to classical Fourier analysis. Let (1.4) f(z) = exz+ ■■■+e"z",
where all e, g (-1, +1}. Define a norm (1.5) ||/|| = max |/(z)|, where z is a complex variable. A Rudin-Shapiro function (with respect to a given K ) is an / of the form (1.4) with ||/|| < K\fn. In §5 we give an alternate proof of the existence of Rudin-Shapiro functions with respect to a fixed sufficiently large constant K. Furthermore we show that the number of such functions is at least (2 -8K)" with 8K approaching zero as K approaches infinity. Let || • || denote the L°° norm in 7?", ||(x,,... ,x")|| = max|x,|. We may reformulate Theorem 1 as follows. Let vv...,v" e R" with all ||i;,-|| < 1. Then there exist ex.e" g {-1, +1} such that (1.6) \\exvx + ■■■ +env"\\<K{n.
Here, in the notation of Theorem 1, v¡ = (aXj,...,an¡) is they'th column vector of the matrix A = (a¡j) of coefficients. (This was the original formulation of Theorem 1.) Let | • | denote the L2 (usual Euclidean) norm in R". Let vx,...,vs G R" with \v¡\ < 1. János Komlós conjectures that there exist e^... ,es g {-1, +1} such that (1.7) \\exvx + ■ •• + esvs\\ < K.
Here K is an absolute constant with s, n arbitrary. While we have not succeeded in proving this tantalizing conjecture we show in §7 the existence of ex,...,es{ -1,0, +1} satisfying (1.7) with only a bounded proportion of the e, equal to zero. We give strong, albeit inconclusive, evidence for the full conjecture. At its heart, our result is an extension of the probabilistic method. Let a,,... ,an be arbitrary real numbers and let a be such that (1.8) a2 = a2 + ■■■ + a2.
Let e,,... ,e" be independent random variables with Observe that X has mean zero and standard deviation a. We shall use repeatedly the following result (see, e.g. [6] ), valid for all X > 0: Hence there exist e, ,..., e" g {-1, +1} such that (1.16) |L,|< J2 4n~<j\n(2n) for 1 < i < n. Our improvement will thus consist of removing the ln(2n)1/2 factor. A word on constants. In § §2 and 3 we prove our basic results for a specific value of K, one that is sufficiently large to give us plenty of room. We feel this makes the argument most clear for the reader-it certainly does for the author. In the final section we make some attempts at finding the best constant K. We do show K < 6, giving our work its title. In the remainder of the paper we concern ourselves only with the existence of constants K having the desired properties.
2. The basic idea. In this section we prove a basic result that gives the key ideas of this work. Lemma 4. Let (2.1) Li(xx,...,xn) = alXxx + ■■■ + a,"xn, 1 < i < n, be n linear forms in n variables with all \a¡¡\ < 1. Then if n is sufficiently large, there exist e,,...,e" G (-1,0, +1} such that (2.2) |{/:e, = 0}|<4 X 10"10n, That is, at least half of all (ex,... ,e") g {-1, +1}" are in T~l(B), yielding (2.7).
Claim (2.8) will follow from crude counting arguments. In general, suppose In our case ax = 8e~50, <x2 = 16e"450 and, in general, as = 2J + 2e~50(2j_1 (2.20) sé* {(£"...,£") g {-l,+l}":T(ex,...,e")=(bx,...,b,,)} we may bound
We use the following result, due to D. Kleitman [3] .
Theorem 5. Lets/cz {-1, +1}', s < r/2, \jz?\ > E^od')-Then diam(j/) > 2s.
That is, there exist two vectors in stf which differ in at least 2s coordinates. (This result is "best possible" sinces/may be a ball of radius s around an arbitrary point using the Hamming metric.) We rewrite Theorem 5 in a form appropriate for our need. nd we may takep = 2 • 10"10. We require n to be sufficiently large so that
(This is our only condition on n.) Since |j^| > 2"*1"1 > 2""{l/2'"\ diam(j^) >
(1 -2p)n. Let ? = (e'x,... ,<), e" = (e'x,.. .,e'J) g j/ with p(e', e") = diam(j/), where we let p denote the Hamming metric. Set (2.27) e =(£,,...,£") = (e'-£")/2.
That is, (2.28) £,.= (e;-£,")/2, l</<n.
All e, g {-1,0, +1} and e, = 0 if and only if e't = e" so (2.29) |(/: £, = 0}|= n -p(e , e") = n -diam(j^) < 2pn
Since T is identical on e' and e", L¡(e') and F,(e") lie on a common interval of length 20v/n. Thus |F,(e)| < 10/n, i.e., (2.3) is satisfied, completing the proof. Remark. We have not been able to find an algorithm that will yield £,,...,£" satisfying Lemma 4 (or the later results of this work employing the same basic methodology) in polynomial time. The stumbling block appears to be in the use of the pigeonhole principle. The paragraphs at the conclusion of §3 suggest, but surely do not prove, that such an algorithm may not exist. We shall show As (2n/r) ^ 2, a1 + 1 < 2"49aJ for all s and all as < <xx < 2-48 so since, letting n/r = y, the inequality y ~ 49(48 + 50 log2 y) < 50 is valid for all y< > 1. Applying the "pigeonhole principle" to (3.6), (3.7), precisely as in Lemma 4, we find s/on which T is constant with (3.17) M>|T-'(/i)|/|/i|> 2r(1~y)~l.
Let p() be that positive real such that H({--p0) = 1 -y and let p be such that p > pQ. In our case
In 2 1/2 < 3 x 10"7 (3.18) Pos o we takep = 3 X 10 "7. Let r be sufficiently large so that
Let F', I" g j/with p(e', I") = diam(sf) and set (3. Setting n = r, Theorem 1 is derived as a special case with K = llv/ln2 < 9.2. Improvement of K to less than six (yielding our title) is given in the final section. These K apply only if n > n0, where n0 is some absolute constant. Since |L,| < n always Theorem 1 holds for all n by redefining K = max(9.2, {n^). Then if n < n0, |L,| <n< K\fn~.
Remark. The elementary use of the probabilistic method, as given in §1, can be used to show Theorem 7 with lljr >j\n(2n/r) replaced by ^¡2 ]/r \jln(2n). When n > r] + l, c positive fixed, these results lie within a constant factor of each other. Thus Theorem 7, while valid for all r < n, improves previous results only when n _ ,.1+0 (1) Proof. Let k be that absolute constant so that Lemma 6 applies for all r > k. Set r = r0 and apply Lemma 6 to find values e, g {-1, +1} to all but rx variables with rx < cr0. Let L]l) be the /'th linear form restricted to the rx still undetermined (i.e., still equal zero) variables and apply Lemma 6 again, leaving r2 variables unde- While the final steps are simple calculations we do them in detail. They show that when Lemma 6 is iterated the later terms are secondary. Set A = \n(2n/r) so that A > ln (2) . Recall c = 6 X 10"7. We use the inequality (x + y)l/2 < x1/2 + yl/2, valid for all x, y > 0. Then This result holds for all r. When r is sufficiently large the constant k may be absorbed into the main term, giving Theorem 7. The juxtaposition of the probabilistic method and the pigeonhole principle allows us to prove the existence of an appropriate e g {-1, +1}" when, as we shall show, only an exponentially small proportion of the e have the desired property. Let sé'= (-1, +1}", the set of possible e = (els...,«") and let M be the set of n X n matrices A = (atA with all a¡¡ g {-1, +1}. Let K be a fixed but arbitrary positive constant. Let is the cdf of the standard normal distribution. The mutual independence of the variables a,-■ guarantees that the L, are mutually independent. Thus
where o(l) is, for arbitrary fixed K, an "error term" approaching zero as n approaches infinity. Then
Therefore there exists A g ^, i.e. a particular choice of o,¡, so that
For this particular A if e g sé is chosen uniformly,
which is exponentially small. We have actually shown
where A is the matrix with coefficients a,,. 'j
where the Expected Value is taken with respect to A and the inner probability with respect to e for a fixed A. Thus, for example, for any c > 1
for at most a proportion c"1 of the A g J(. We cannot say that Ij^I is exponentially small, or even small, for all A. Indeed, when all rows of A are identical the variables F,(e>, ... ,£") are identical so (3.43) Pr[ee.e/J = l -2®{-K)-o{\).
We have not been able to give a specific A for which we can prove (3.39), or even that Prliej/,] is exponentially small. We believe that (3.39) holds if A is a Hadamard matrix. While there is strong evidence in that direction we do not have a proof.
4. Reductions and discrepancies. The results of this section will allow us to make reductions when there are more variables than linear forms. The methods are "well known". for all /', 1 < i < n. Here K is the same absolute constant as in Theorem 1.
Proof. Assume p,,...,p" have finite binary expansions with maximal length T. Let J be the set of indicesy for which p; has a "1" as its Tth binary digit. Set Proof. Letx,,...,xr g [0,1] satisfy (4.7) such that |{ /: xi € {-1, +1}| is minimal. Suppose, reordering for convenience, that xlt...,xs S (-1, +1), xï+1,...,x, g {-1, +1} with s > n (else there is nothing to prove). Let (a,,. .. ,XS) be a nonzero solution to the underdetermined homogeneous system (4.10) anyx + ■■■ + alsys = 0, 1 < /' < n.
Let a be the smallest real value, in absolute value, so that some x-+ a-a g {-1, +1}.
Then set x'j = x/ + Xya, 1 < j < s; x;' = Xj, s < j. The values x¡,... ,x'r satisfy (4.7) but there are fewer than s indicesy with x;' £ {-1, +1}, contradicting the minimality of J.
Theorem 10. Let r > n and let Proof. By Theorem 9, renumbering for convenience, there exist pl,...,pne.
[-1, +1], £"+ ,,...,£, G {-1, +1} so that
Let L* denote Lt restricted to the first n variables. That is, (4.14) L*(xx,...,xn) = aiXxx+ • ■ • + a,"x" for 1 < i < n. We apply Corollary 8 to find e,,. . .,£" g {-1, +1} with where /is a function of a complex variable z.
Theorem 11. There exist e,,. . .,e" g {-1, +1} so that, setting
we have (5.3) 11/11 <Kf.
Here K is an absolute constant.
The first examples of such functions were given by H. Shapiro and later rediscovered independently by W. Rudin [5] . We shall call such an / a Rudin-Shapiro function for K. We outline the argument, which requires examination of the proof of Lemma 4. We found sécz {-1, +1}" on which T was constant. With K = 10 we had \sé\ > 2«u-<-xi+«<ih with c~Li x 10"19. For 7<">10 we get \sé\ > 2»<1-'-<*»<1+«<1», where c(K) -► 0 as K -* oo. Let p(K) > 0 satisfy 77(^ -p(K)) = 1 -c(K) so that p(K) -* 0 as K -* oo. Set sé=sé(0) and for 1 < / < \sé\/4, having defined jé°~l\ let x(,), y{l) g sé('~ï) be a pair of vectors at maximal distance and set j/(')»^(»-l)_ [x«\ y«)).As\sé(,)\ > \sé\/2,
where p denotes the Hamming distance. Set z(" = (xU) -y(,))/2 so that z<0 g {-1,0, +1}", at most n(2p(K ) + o(l)) of its coefficients are zero, and |L,(z,")| < 7<7n\ l</<n.
By Lemma 6 we "extend" z(,) tow1" G {-1, + 1}" with |L,(w(0)| < K'{n , 1 < / < n. For K > 10 we may take Tí' = K + 1.
On those coefficients where x{!), yU) differ, x(,) and zU), hence x(" and w(,), are the same. Thus p(x<", w(") < n(2p( We require of (bx.<?",) g Ti that Now we bound \B\. This is somewhat complicated but elementary and the reader may wish to jump to the result (6.44) that |F| < 2"", where Lim^^íi = 0 on first reading.
Let B2 be the set of (bn+,,... ,bm) satisfying (6.7). Then We combine (6.41) with (6.32), (6.28), (6.14) to bound Let K be any constant sufficiently large so that v < 1 + log2(.95) and set v' = v -log2(.95). (The introduction of v' is a purely technical device to allow Lemma 15 to hold for all n > 1.) As with Lemma 4 we find sé on which T is constant with (6.45) \st\>\T-\B)\/\B\> .95 X 2"(1-") using (6.13), (6.43). As n > 1 we may write E E. i=i i=i ; = 1 i=i order. Let t be such that
For each integer v > 0 set (7.8) Q"= {/:2-">a,>2-i-1}.
We define a subset B C Z" by conditions on (¿>lt... ,bn). For the "small" rows we require for convenience. We require (7-15) (bx.b,)eR{D).
Conditions (7.9), (7.15) define B.
Let e,,...,Er g {-1, +1} be uniform and independent. We have defined £vs so that (7.16) f[|(/' g g,: |b,| > s }\\ < |"Jô"|(20 • 2"+12'0"1 so that the probability (7.9) does not hold for a particular v, s is bounded by (20 • 2'+ '2V)_1. Similarly, we have defined as so that Now we bound \B\. This is somewhat complicated but elementary and the reader may wish to jump to the result (7.39) that \B\ < 2r" where Lim^_00/' = 0 at first reading.
Let B2 be the set of (è,+,,... ,bn) satisfying (7.9) for all o > 0, s > 1. Each /' g Qv has a2 > 2-2v~2 so, using (7.5), \QB\ < r22v + 2. Then Then /J is a function of K and, noting in (7.10) the dominance of an exp(-2s2K22°) term when either s or v is large,
Let Bx be the set of (bx,.. .,/>,) satisfying (7.15). Bounding \BX\ is more complex. Since a2 > 1 for 1 </'</, (7.5) implies / < r. hex^be the collection of sequences Apply Lemma 17 with e = 9M2/K2 and W = r. Squaring (7.34) and using (7.5) (7.36) A2 = Il a2(9M2/K2) < e*(™2/*%V< i = i so that (7.37) A < 2"\ p = (9/2eln2)(M/7C)2, and, using (7.11) (7.38) ft-o^l).
Combining (7.20), (7.26), (7.37) (7.39) |B| < |7i2| \BX\ < 2nß + y + li) = 2r", where (7.40) v = oK{\).
Let K be any constant sufficiently large so that v < 1 + log2(.9) and set v' = vlog2(.9). (The introduction of v' is a purely technical device to allow Theorem 16 to hold for all r > 1.) As with Lemma 4 we find sé on which T is constant with (7.41) \sé\>\T~\B)\/\B\> .9•2'•<1-'', using (7.19), (7.39). As r > 1 we may write (7.42) M> 2r(1-"'). We combine these results.
Corollary 18. Let vx,... ,or g R", \o¡\ < 1. Then there exist ev... ,er g {-1, +1} such that (7.47) ||ei», + ••• + eä||< 7C"lnn.
Here K " is an absolute constant.
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Remark. A surprising aspect of Theorem 16 is that n can be arbitrarily large compared to r. The "worst case" is when a2 = ■ ■ ■ = a2 = 1 and ar + x = • ■ • = a" = 0. We apply Theorem 16 and reduce to, say, cr variables with new gff.,.,of. Here the "worst case" would be if af = • • ■ = a* = 1, the rest equal zero. If we could find a determination of all but cr of the variables which "split" the rows in the sense that each a* -co¡, then perhaps we could show the full Komlós Conjecture.
Remark. Let Jr= {Ax,...,Am} be a family of subsets of {l,...,n} such that every point is in at most d sets. The Komlós Conjecture, applied to the column vectors of the incidence matrix, would imply the existence of a two-coloring x of {1.n} such that disc(^l,) < K\[d for all i, 1 < i < m. This would improve the result of J. Beck and T. Fiala [1] that such a x exists with disc(/l,) < 2d -1 for all /', 1 < i < m. We are able in the special case when J5" is the set of lines of a projective plane of order p to use the methods of this section to show the existence of a two-coloring x such that every line has discrepency at most K\Jp + 1 . The proof will appear elsewhere.
8. Best possible. Here we give two proofs that Theorem 1 is " best possible" up to the constant factor. Similar results can be shown when the number of linear forms does not equal the number of variables (Theorem 7), discrepancies of sets (Corollary 2), and the Rudin-Shapiro functions (Theorem 11).
Theorem 19. There exist a¡¡ g {-1, +1}, 1 < i, j < n, with the property that for «//£"...,£" G {-1,+1}
(8.1) |L,(£,,...,e")|> Wn~(l+0 (1)) for some /', 1 < i < n. Here L¡ is given by (1.1), k is an absolute constant, and o(l) is with respect to n. Proof 1. Let k ~ .67 be that real number such that 1 -2<b(-k) = .5. Let 8 > 0 be arbitrarily small and set k' = k + 8. From (3.38) (and using the notation of that section) there exists A such that \séA\ < 2"(1 -2$(-k') -o(l))". For n sufficiently large (so that 5 outweighs the o(l) term), \séÁ\ < 2"(.5)" so that j»/, = 0 as desired. While Hadamard matrices do not exist for all orders they are asymptotically dense (simply from the values n = 4a12/') in the sense that for all n there is an n' = n(l -o(l)) < n for which a Hadamard matrix does exist. Let A be a Hadamard matrix of order n' bordered by n -n' rows and columns of zeros. For all £,,... ,e" g {-1, +1} some|L,| > ft7 = f(l + o(l)). where /: is fixed and r approaches infinity. Using (9.1) instead of (1.13) we effectively replace exp(-A:2/2) with <b(-k). (When k = 4 these values are roughly 3.3 X 10-4 and 3.2 X 10~5 respectively.) Lemma 6 is generalized as follows.
Lemma 20. Let a < 1 be fixed. Let K, an infinite sequence yx,y2,..., ß and p be given satisfying 00 ß = «-1 E H(2Q(-K(2s -l))Yi) + 2<K(-7<(2i -l))Yi, (9-2) Ev;'<i, H(\-P)>i-ß.
= 1
Then for n sufficiently large the following holds. Given n linear forms L,(x,,... ,xr) = aii-*i + '-" + airxr, 1 < i < r, in r variables with r < an and with all \at,\ < 1 there exist £,,... ,er g {-1,0, +1} such that (9. 3) \{i:e, = 0}\<2p(an), (9.4) |L,(e,,...,£,.)(< Kfr < Kfi ft, 1 < i < n.
Proof. Adding additional variables with zero coefficients if necessary, it is convenient to assume r = an. As in Lemma 6 we define T: {-1, +l}r -* Z" by T(e,,. .. ,£,.) = (bx,... ,bn), where b, is the nearest integer to L¡/Kf. The method used in Lemma 4 shows (9.9) |7i| < 2iaß)" = 2ßr.
We find sé on which Fis constant with (9.10) |j^| > c272"r > 2rm/2-p)
for n sufficiently large (to absorb c). Then diam(sé) > r(l -2p). Let e', e" g j^at maximal distance. We set e = (l" -e")/2 and complete the proof identically with Lemma 4.
We wish to bound a function G(a), a g (0, l], such that given n linear forms L, in r < an variables with all |a,--| < 1 there exist ex,...,er g (-1, +1} such that all \L,\ < G(a)f.
If a, K, p satisfy (9.2) for some ß, yx, y2,..., then (9.11) G(a) < Kfx + G(2pa)
by Lemma 19. Theorem 7 gives (9.12) G(a) < llv/a"1/ln(2a-1) for all a < 1. We use (9.11), (9.12) to bound G(l), the absolute constant of Theorem 1. Equation (9.11) leads to a tradeoff between K and p which we do not here fully optimize. The terms <b(-K(2s -1)) decrease so rapidly in s (asymptotically O(-0 ẽ \p(-t2/2)/tf^r) that all summations over s are dominated by the s = 1 term. When e is small 77(e) ~ £log2(l/E) » e so that /7(e) + e ~ Elog2(l/E). We shall always choose yx = 1.1, ys = 20*"' for s > 2. Then ß ~ a~1H(2^(-K)(l.l)).
For e small 77(^ -e) ~ 1 -(2/ln(2))E2 so when ß is small,p ~ (ß(\n2)/2)l/2.
Calculations. Let a = 1. Take K = 4. Then ß -77(2.2<D(-4)) ~ 77(7 • 10"5) > .001, p ~ .02, 2pa < .04. The controlling factor in the calculation was the choice of K = 4 when a = 1. One may choose K smaller but at the cost of increasing p and hence the later terms. For example, if K = 2, ß ~ 77(2<D(-2)(1.1)) + 2$(-2)(l.l) ~ .34 and p ~ .325. On the next step 65% of the e, still remain to be determined. While optimizing these calculations would certainly reduce the value 5.32 it is doubtful that, say, G(l) < 3 could be obtained without essentially new techniques.
We close by emphasizing the asymptotic nature of Theorem 1 and, indeed, all our results. The "simple" probabilistic method given at the end of the first section gives a bound of (2nln(2n))1/2. This is clearly larger than 5.32n1/2 for sufficiently large n but it is in fact smaller than 5.32n1/2 for all n up to more than one half million!
